**BY CAR**

If you are travelling by car from Antibes-Juan-les-Pins, you should take the D35 road to Sophia Antipolis. Follow the signs to Sophia Antipolis.

If you are travelling by car from Nice or Cannes, you should take the A8 motorway and leave it at exit no. 44 (Antibes - Sophia Antipolis). Follow the signs to Sophia Antipolis.  
[https://www.eurecom.fr/en/access](https://www.eurecom.fr/en/access)

You can park your car/bicycle on PARKING LOT NUMBER P3

Google maps: [https://goo.gl/maps/gfm6LcXXC2krX8Ak6](https://goo.gl/maps/gfm6LcXXC2krX8Ak6)

---

**BY PLANE**

From Nice Airport, take bus no. 230 (Nice-Sophia Xpress line).  

The closest bus stop to EURECOM is TEMPLIERS.  
Then cross the roundabout and climb the steps in front of you. Follow the path to the last building.

---

**BY TRAIN**

High-speed and express trains from the Riviera link the coast to all regions of France and to all major European cities. The TGV Mediterranean high-speed train takes you from Paris to Nice in 5 hours 25 minutes. Trains run frequently between Nice and Antibes. The journey takes around 20 minutes.  
[https://www.sncf.com/en](https://www.sncf.com/en)

---

**BY BUS**

You can take a bus (the 100 Express line or line 1) from Antibes (from downtown or the railway station). See [http://www.envibus.fr/en.html](http://www.envibus.fr/en.html)

A single ticket can be purchased from ENVIBUS’ automatic machines or on the bus.

If you come by bus, you will have to climb some steps from TEMPLIERS bus stop to reach EURECOM!
EURECOM is the very last building after climbing the steps.